WALT: to use co-ordinates to find position

Remember to go across then up and co-ordinates always have brackets and a comma.

1. Record the co-ordinates for the halloween items.
   - Pumpkin               (        ,          )
   - Witch                 (        ,          )
   - Flying witch          (        ,          )
   - Spider's web          (        ,          )
   - Ghost                 (        ,          )

2. Draw pictures of these on the grid at the correct co-ordinates.
   - Witches hat           (5,6)
   - Broomstick            (10, 2)
   - Black cat             (3, 8)
   - Bat                   (3, 4)
   - Couldron              (5, 10)

3. Draw some pictures on the grid. List them below with their co-ordinates.